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From the Director

The major activity of TISS continues to be implementing the Intelligence 
Community- Center of Academic Excellence (IC-CAE) grant.  The heightened 
attention on intelligence studies has coincided with a year’s worth of headlines 
fulfi lling the old curse, “may you live in interesting times.”  These have indeed 
been interesting times to consider security studies, broadly defi ned, especially 
with a focus on intelligence.  

Of course, we have energetically continued the other lines of activity at TISS.  
I was particularly pleased with this past year’s New Faces Conference and 
even more pleased that we have funding to continue it in FY 2017.  In today’s 
uncertain funding climate, funders tend to favor the next new thing and so it is 
hard to keep alive worthy programs that have built up a strong tradition.  Many 
thanks to the Bradley Foundation for their continued and ongoing support.

The “interesting times” curse has meant that we also had a lively TISS Speakers 
Bureau, which matches our network of experts with local and regional civic 
groups seeking a deeper understanding of world events.  We were especially 
fortunate to have two Military Fellows in the UNC-TISS program, joining a 
similar group of military fellows based at Duke.  They brought a distinctive 
voice of experience to the various campuses this past year and hosted several 
high-profi le events.
 

TISS Director Peter Feaver (center) moderates a 
discussion on civil-military relations beween General 
Martin Dempsey and Dana Priest on  12 April  2016.

 Peter Feaver (right)  and David 
Schanzer, TCTHS (left), honoring 
Jenny Akin at  the Fellows Confer-
ence. 
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I am sorry to pass along two bittersweet milestones. First, we bid farewell to Jenny Boyle Akin, a stalwart 
member of the staff over the past half dozen years who is moving on to a new job.  Jenny personifi es what is 
excellent about TISS – a passion for security studies, a pragmatism that matches advanced learning with real-
world application, and a commitment to public service and to working across the individual university stovepipes.  
Jenny made everything she touched better, and TISS is deeply in her debt.  

Second, TISS Executive Board Member Professor Hal Brands, who spent this past year working in the Secretary 
of Defense’ offi ce on a variety of strategy issues, has accepted the Kissinger Chair in the new Kissinger Center 
at Johns Hopkins SAIS and so he will not be returning to Duke or to TISS.  Losing an internationally recognized 
scholar like Hal is a blow; the prospect of future collaborations across new institutions softens the blow, but only 
slightly.  Duke will be hiring to replace Hal – a crucial hire not just for Duke but also for TISS – and so if you 
know of strong candidates in the area of “American military or diplomatic history” please encourage them to 
apply.  

Peter Feaver, 
Professor of Political Science, Duke University 
Director of the Triangle Institute for Security Studies

In Memoriam: Henry Ellis Mattox ( 20 August, 1930 - 24 February, 2016)

 This February, TISS lost one of its most valued members, Henry Mattox.  A graduate of Old 
Miss, and a Korean War veteran, Henry returned to academic life after a long career  in the 
Foreign Service (1957 – 1980), serving in France, Portugal, Brazil, Nepal, Haiti, England, 
Egypt, and Washington. He earned his doctorate at UNC-Chapel Hill, and thereafter taught 
UNC-Chapel Hill at NC State, at Appalachian State, at Elon, at St. Andrews, at the prison 
in Raleigh and (for a year) in Nigeria. While so doing, he 
also found the time to write books and articles on American 
diplomacy and international relations. These refl ected his 
fi ne scholarship as well as his  practical experience. While 
at Carolina he made many friends, who enjoyed his sense 
of humor and the unique perspective he brought to bear on 
his studies. In 1992 and 1994, Henry served a TISS post-
doctoral fellow – TUSS as it was then known), gaining an 
intimate knowledge of the workings of our organization.  In 
1996, under the auspices of TUSS, he launched, with Frank 
Crigler, the online journal American Diplomacy,  a journal which 
he continued to edit for many years thereafter.  Sadly, it must 
celebrate its 20th anniversary this year without him. Henry also 
was a tireless member of the TISS Speakers Bureau, imparting 
to countless civic groups his insights into the Foreign Service. 
Most importantly of all, Henry was a fi ne human being held  in 
deep affection by friends and family. We are all the poorer for 
his passing. 



 
  

It has been another very successful year for TISS, marked by lively programs, stability, and welcome 
support from our constituent institutions, government agencies, and foundations.  
 
As already noted by Peter Feaver, our intelligence and security studies grant was renewed this past year, and 
we are on track to receive our third year of funding.  The Lynde and Harry Bradley Foundation, meantime, 
continues to offer much valued support for our graduate student conference. 

Also deeply gratifying, is the fact that  a coalition of departments, colleges, and programs at North Carolina 
State University  have pleged to continue their support for another three years.  Warm thanks go to the 
College of Social Sciences and Humanities, the School of Public and International Affairs, the College of 
Engineering, the Department of Nuclear Engineerig and the Consortium for Nonproliferation Enabling 
Capabilities.  The importance of this support cannot be underestimated. The funding we receive from our 
constituent universities is critical to us as it permits us to maintain our small staff and run core programs.  It 
also serves as a welcome validation of the work we do. 
 
Our organization was directed this year by Peter Feaver, advised by Executive Board, and run by a well-
seasoned staff. Carolyn Pumphrey managed core TISS events and helped to steer the TISS IC CAE through 
its second year.  Ali Breuer ably managed the Duke American Grand Strategy Program. Jenny Akin worked 
miracles streamlining business operations for the TISS ICC CAE while running the TISS/PWAD National 
Security Fellows Program.  -

Excellent part-time support was provided by Karina Ibrahim who ran the Speakers Bureau and Arthur 
Edwards who maintained and improved our web site. We also owe thanks to four capable student 
volunteers: Luke Maier, Rachel Desch, and Tanner Glenn (who sent weekly “Blasts” to our intelligence 
studies list serv ) and Abbey Rogers who tweeted for TISS and thereby brought us into the twenty-fi rst 
century. 

This past year saw a formal affi liation forged with the Laboratory of Unconvential Sciences (LUCAS), 
run by Professor Tony Rivera.  LUCAS provides students with excellent opportunities to become familiar 
with the challenges surrounding big data. It also saw deepening ties with Fort Bragg, to include close 
collaborations with the College of Itnernational SecurityAffairs Center, National Defense University, 
outreach to the Civil Affairs Battalion, and new contacts with military intelligence units. 
 
Over the course of the year we organized and funded lectures, dinner seminars, panel discussions, 
conferences, fi eld trips, and more. We worked closely, as always, with our core affi liates:The Energy and 
Security Initiative at North Carolina State University; Duke’s Program in American Grand Strategy; UNC-
Chapel Hill’s Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense; and the TISS IC CAE in Intelligence and Security 
Studies. We also partnered with other groups. These ranged from the National Defense University at Fort 
Bragg to the Consortium for Latin American Studies (Duke-UNC-Chapel Hill). 

So rich, at this point, are our offerings, that it is no longer possible to list them all.  We hope, however, that 
this newsletter will give you a taste of what we have done this past year, and a brief glimpse into our plans 
for the future. We thank you for your interest in our organization and look forward to your participation over 
the coming year.  
 
 

2015-2016  Year in Review
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Changing of the Guards

 As noted by the Director, we will see some changes in TISS administration in the 
coming year. To our regret, Hal Brands will be leaving Duke. An impressive young 
scholar, Hal has left his mark on our organization, serving since 2010 on the Board, 
participating in the Speakers Bureau, and organizing and participating in research 
conferences. He has been an inspiration to us and we wish him well. This coming year, 
his place on the Board will be taken by Kyle Beardsley, an Associate Professor of 
Politicall Science at Duke and a keen supporter of TISS, who has been deeply involved 
with TISS - particularly its nuclear non-proliferation initiatives - since his arrival at 
Duke.

Karina Ibrahim, who earned the gratitude and respect of civic groups for her excellent 
work as Outreach Assistant, graduated from the Sanford School of Public Policy this 
May.  We wish her very well. Taking her place is another Duke Master of Public 
Policy student: Quauhtli Y. Olivieri Herrera. Quauhitli, whose background includes 
service with the North Carolina Army National Guard, comes to us with old ties to 
our community, having earned his bachelors from North Carolina State University. 
Welcome, Q!  

Another serious loss for TISS is the departure of Jenny Akin. I have known Jenny 
since she was an undergraduate at UNC, and she has been my right arm since she fi rst 
joined TISS. I can safely say that I could not have survived this last year without her 
when, armed with a Master’s degree from NCSU, she assumed a one-year position 
as Strategic Operations & Policy Fellow for the TISS IC CAE and the TISS/PWAD 
National Security Fellows Program. The work she did, wrestling with intractable 
fi nancial and administrative challenges, earned her the sobriquet, “The Problem Solver.”   
What is unique about her, however, is that her capabilities go hand in hand with unparalleled warmth and 
integrity. As noted elsewhere in this newsletter, the Fellows Program based at UNC is sadly, drawing to a close, 
and so Jenny’s position is not being fi lled - though her boots are too big, really, for anyone to fi ll.

That said, we are delighted to welcome a new faculty member to UNC who will take on some of the fi nancial 
and other tasks that Jenny handled for us this past year. Sara Bush Castro holds a master’s degree from Tuft’s, 
a doctorate from UNC Chapel Hill, and worked as an intelligence analyst from 2003-2009. Her dissertation 
focuses on the implications of ineffi ciency and interagency confl ict in the process of U.S. intelligence collection 
about the Chinese Communist Party in the 1940s. She will teach both introductory and upper division courses 
on intelligence and as Assistant Director, will administer the TISS IC CAE program in Intelligence and Security 
Studies. 
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Top to Bottom: Hal 
Brands, Kyle Beardsley, 
and Sara Castro.

A Farewell -   Jenny [Boyle] Akin

Someone once told me that farewells ought to be bittersweet, else the farewell is poorly timed. Too bitter, and it 
is not yet time to depart. Too sweet, and you have stayed too long. I have spent the past six years working for or 
with a veritable “Alphabet Soup” of organizations with cumbersome acronyms: TISS, AGS, TCTHS, CTPP, and 
NSFP. Six years spent working to build one program, before passing it off to someone else like a proud mom. Six 
years spent building relationships with our phenomenal faculty and students. Six years spent as a sponge, learning 
everything I could from our own community and those guests we brought in from elsewhere. Needless to say, my 
departure is bittersweet.



Thanking each individual who has gone above and beyond 
to welcome me into this role would take up the entire 
newsletter, but there are a few people to whom I will be 
forever in debt:

 Peter Feaver and David Schanzer: for taking a gamble 
and hiring this 21 year-old, freshly-minted B.A. from UNC. 
You were both tremendous mentors and teachers, offering 
me challenges in the workplace, and support for my own 
personal ambitions. Thank you.

 Carolyn Pumphrey, for your guidance and your friend-
ship. I deeply admire your fi erce loyalty to TISS and its mis-
sion, and I have yet to meet someone more willing to learn 
from every person she encounters. Thank you.

 Wayne Lee, for entrusting me with the Fellows program 
and the TISS IC-CAE, for teaching me how to shoot a mus-
ket, and for empowering me to suggest and implement new 
initiatives. Thank you.

 Joe & Marcia Caddell, for your friendship, your stories,                    
your love for your students, and your cooking. Don’t ever 

expect me to turn down a movie night with Clan Caddell. 
Thank you.

 Tim Nichols, for the passion you have for bringing together the military and academic communities, and for the work 
you have put in to make it happen in our community. I also appreciate your advice on how to balance work and life as 
a military spouse. Thank you.

 LTG (Ret) Dan Bolger, for regularly checking in during my husband’s deployment. You will never understand how 
much your concern meant, but know that I will pay your kindness forward whenever and wherever possible. Thank 
you.

 All TISS and IC-CAE Board Members, for your dedication to the TISS and IC-CAE missions, and for the work you 
have done on your own campuses to further them. This is a collective effort, and would not be possible without each 
of you. Thank you.

 All UNC and Duke Fellows, for your mentorship, fun-loving humor, and dedication to service. I am proud to know 
each of you, and prouder still of the work you did on our campuses. Thank you.

 Jackie Gorman, for serving as PWAD mom to hundreds of us over the past couple of decades. We all love you, but 
rarely do we get the opportunity to publically thank you. So, thank you.

 Penny Abernathy, Carolyne Davidson, and Kimrey Rhinehardt:  for allowing me to watch you channel your passion, 
bridge the academic-military divide, and still manage to be adoring mothers. (Do you ever sleep?) If I am able to ac-
complish even a portion of what you three have, I will consider my life a great success. Thank you.

 Aly Breuer, Erica Hallerman, and Sara Castro, for the peace of mind of knowing I am leaving these various programs 
in good hands. The best hands, really. The responsibility is HUGE. (Sorry, I couldn’t resist a couple of Trumpisms). 
But in all seriousness, it feels good to know you are passing the mantle to people who will build on the foundations 
you have laid. Thank you.

 Cooper Akin, for your respect, your companionship, and your love. You meet every challenge the Army throws at you 
with amazing resilience, and I am so proud of you. Thank you.

I do not know where this next adventure will lead, only that it is time to seek the next path. I would, however, like to keep 
in touch with my TISS family. Please feel free to reach out to my personal email account if I can ever be of service, of if 
you would just like to touch base: jleighboyle@gmail.com. I look forward to seeing you all at another TISS event in the 
future… but this time as a member of the general public.   Cheers, Jenny.J
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New  Faces Conference

The Sixteenth Annual TISS New Faces Conference, generously funded by the Bradley Foundation, was held on 1-3 
October in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. Eight young scholars presented their research. To our gratifi cation, among 
them were two students of former New Faces. An additional seventy people registered as discussants and attendees. 
We held the event at the Rizzo Conference Center in Chapel Hill and, although heavy rains prevented our enjoying 
the lovely gardens which is one of the fi nest features of the Center, everyone enjoyed the quiet setting, well-run facil-
ity, and excellent food. Thanks to the eager participation by the “New Faces” themselves, rigorous criticism from 
discussants, and a lively audience, we enjoyed a day and a half of measured and sophisticated debate. 

Although the conference was marked by diversity, a number of common chords were struck, giving the overall 
program welcome coherence.  Zayna Bizri of George Mason University (a historian) and Sabrina Karim of Emory 
University (a political scientist), for example, share an interest in gender and confl ict.  Bizri showed how recruiting 
women into the military in World War  II helped shape gender attitudes in the United States while Karim considered 
the impact of gender ratio balancing in post-confl ict Liberia. Martin Clemis of Temple University (a historian) and 
Alec Worsnop of MIT (a political scientist) both share an interest in factors that shape the outcome of insurgency 
warfare. In his talk, Clemis stressed the signifi cance of spatial and geographic factors in the victory of the North 
Vietnamese, while Worsnop stressed the way in which organizational structure permits groups to leverage resources. 
The research of Mark Bell of MIT, on how state behavior changes after acquiring nuclear weapons resonated in 
interesting ways with that of Julia MacDonald of George Washington University, whose work touches on  whether or 
not nuclear weapons offer coercive advantages in crisis bargaining.  

The core purpose of New Faces was clearly achieved. Our 
goal is to attract young scholars whose research will help 
shape the framing of future national security policy. This 
year’s political science students are well placed to make an 
important contribution in this arena. MacDonald’s research 
sheds critical light on the limitations inherent in interstate 
communication, and identifi es some conditions under 
which signaling mechanisms can be employed effectively 
to convey U.S. resolve. Mark Bell has developed a theory 
that permits us to predict what kinds of changes might 
occur in the aftermath of nuclear acquisition, based on 
observable variables that can be measured prior to nuclear 
acquisition. Worsnop’s research suggests ways to manage 
substate violence through better identifying and training 
partners, crafting and maintaining peace agreements, and 
addressing poor governance that perpetuates confl ict. And 
Karim’s research provides welcome validation of a policy 
that the United Nations has adopted since 2000. She fi nds 
that, in Liberia at least, gender ratio balancing does seem 
to build trust. This policy may contribute positively to the 
establishment of long term peace and stability. 

The diplomatic historians, for their part, provided a nu-
anced understanding of international relations which 

To the Left : Listening to New 
Faces and engaging in Q and A 
(Rizzo Center)
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likewise should enrich public discourse. Daniel Hummel and Michelle Getchell both provided very subtle insights 
into international relations, Getchell downplaying the ideological approach of the Soviet Union and suggesting how 
Latin American communists infl uenced the Soviets during the Cold War, and Hummel suggesting how a group of 
missionaries helped reframe Christian attitudes towards Jews and to this day shape US-Israeli relationships. Military 
historians Martin Clemis and Zayna Bizri, for their part, are engaged in issues of very clear contemporary relevance. 
Clemis’ impressive dissertation provides a counterweight to a literature on the Vietnam War which stresses the need 
to win hearts and minds and in turn has stimulated thinking about how to combat ongoing insurgencies. Bizri’s work 
contributes to what is likewise an ongoing challenge for our military – how to recruit women into a profession that 
identifi es soldiering with the conferral of manhood. 

 All in all, the Sixteenth Annual New Faces conference was a great success. It proved worthwhile for the 
speakers. As Martin Clemis wrote, “This was, by far, the best and most benefi cial academic venue I have ever attend-
ed.” It proved worthwhile for the audience. One attendee summarized the views of many when she wrote, “Thank 
you again for the time invested into making this event both thought provoking for the audience and fi lled with robust 
feedback for participants themselves. It’s defi nitely something I look forward to every year!” The main objective of 
the event was fulfi lled as young scholars honed their communication skills, received invaluable critical feedback for 
their research, and forged ties across disciplinary divides. 

Profi le:  Charles Bowery

An offi cer and a scholar who has led soldiers in combat (Korea, Iraq, and 
Afghanistan), mentored cadets in the classroom (West Point), and is a 
published author on the American Civil War, retired Colonel Charles R. Bowery, 
Jr.(USA), is now Chief of Military History at the U.S. Army Center of Military 
History. Mr. Bowery is also a proud graduate of North Carolina State University 
(M.A. 2001) and a warm supporter of the institutions that make up TISS. 

On 3 February 2016, he paid a visit to us to talk about the new Career Program 
the Army has developed for civilian employees who are historians, archivists, or 
museum professionals.  He encouraged students interested in military history 
to take advantage of job opportunities provided by the Army History Program. 

It was a remarkable presentation which made me wish I was forty years 
younger and just setting out on my career. His dedication, command of the 
material, affection for the people working under him, 
and his passion for history were in evidence. As one 
student said to me in a tone of awe right after the 
meeting, “He managed to make organizational history 
exciting.” The Center is so lucky to have Mr. Bowery 
as its new head and we are fortunate to count him as 
a friend of our organization.  
 

Top Right: Col. Bowery before his retirement. 
Bottom right: After his talk, Mr. Bowery enjoyed  
dinner with old friends and mentors (from left 
to right - Carolyn Pumphrey, Joe Caddell, Joe 
Glatthaar, Charles Bowery, Dick Kohn, and Da-
vid Zonderman.  The photographer, also a good 
friend, was Michael Weisel)



TISS Seminars

 Seminars are a time-honored tradition of TISS. These typically are small events that 
are aimed at introducing new (and especially younger) faculty to our community and 
providing them with an opportunity to present their research to fellow-scholars  This year 
we were proud to present Michael Morgan and Missy Cummings.

On  9 September 2015, Michael Morgan gave a dinner seminar on the Helsinki Accords 
at a dinner meeting in Raleigh. His book on the origins of the 1975 Helsinki Act is shortly 
to be published by Princeton University Press.  At the event he made clear why it was 
that this process made human rights a requirement of a legitimate and well functioning 
international system. An elegant writer, and an eloquent speaker, Mike Morgan kept 
his audience riveted during his presentation and thereafter engaged in a sustained and 
scholarly conversation. You are in for a treat when his book comes out and we encourage 
you to be on the lookout for it. 

On 13 January 2016,  Missy Cummings discussed her work on robots at the Friday 
Center, likewise in a dinner setting. As one of the Navy’s fi rst female fi ghter pilots, fl ying 
an F-18, Cummings realized that improvements in GPS were going to obviate her job. 
So she switched gears, becoming a leading researcher on UAV engineering at MIT. She 
is now Director of Duke University’s Humans and Autonomy Lab (Hal). In this talk, 
she focused on the seemingly dramatic rise of robots in the workplace, why and when 
humans are still needed and the critical future of human-robot collaboration. Her talk 
gave rise to a lively discussion with many eager questions.  The evening ended on a light 
hearted note, when she explained just what problems drones would face if they were 
called upon to deliver pizzas in the rural south!

Cosponsored Events - Highlights

Though neither the “Gender and War” nor the“History of War, Military and Society” lecture series were held last year, 
TISS did sponsor an exciting discussion organized by Miguel La Serna on the Peruvian terrorist group, the Shining 
Path.  On  13 April 2016 Colonel. Oscar Arriola Delgado, Head of the Intelligence Division of Metropolitan Terrorism, 
National Police of Peru and Oscar Medrano Pérez, award-winning photojournalist of Peru’s leading news magazine, 
Caretas spoke on “Memory, War, and Counterinsurgency in Peru at UNC-Chapel Hill.”

The Krasno Series, also sponsored by TISS, satisfi ed our membership’s appreciation for the importance of the 
historical context. The fall semester saw a series of excellent talks, the fi rst given by Klaus Larres, the organizer of the 
series, on  10 September on “Churchill, the United States & Peace Negotiations: Lessons for the 21st Century?” 

On 5 November, as part of this series, Nancy Mitchell (North Carolina State University) spoke on “Jimmy Carter, the 
Cold War, and Africa: Race and Human Rights.”  The TISS family was especially delighted to sponsor this event. Dr. 
Mitchell served on the TISS Executive Board for many years, and her new book, on which the talk was based, has 
been widely acclaimed. 

Other talks were given by Stephen Szabo, German Marshall Fund, speaking on the confrontation between German 
and Russia; Jeffrey Herf, University of Maryland at College Park, speaking on the U.S. and Israel during the Cold 
War and in the post-9/11 World; Malcolm Byrne, National Security Archive (The U.S. and Iran) ; William Burr, National 
Security Archive and Jeffrey Kimball, Miami University, Ohio (Nixon, Kissinger, the Madman Theory & the Vietnam 
War); and Peter Ruggenthaler, University of Graz, Austria, (Russia, Europe, and the U.S. in the Cold War).  

We are deeply grateful to Klaus Larres for organizing this excellent series and are happy to advise you that it will 
return in Spring 2017 when he returns from a well earned sabbatical. 
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Refl ections of a Junior

I’ll never forget my fi rst Triangle Institute for Security Studies event. Dressed in what I thought was 
my most professional attire, I sheepishly walked into a large, elegant ballroom. The small crowd was awaiting 
the arrival of the guest of honor, the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, Michael Vickers. Dinner was 
about to begin, so we made our way to our seats. Everyone introduced themselves; I was amongst students, 
professors, military professionals and more. While I had no idea what to expect, I was immediately impressed with 
the conversations that followed. We discussed a wide range of topics, from currents events, to policy, to career 
advice. The conversation was easygoing, yet meaningful. The best part was that everyone was there because 
they wanted to be. It was so refreshing to be around others who shared my academic passions. I knew that this 
would not be my last TISS event. 

That was freshman year. Now, I am entering my junior year at UNC-Chapel Hill. Looking back, I realize 
that TISS has been an integral part of my collegiate experience. When I fi rst came to Chapel Hill, I knew the 
Peace, War and Defense major was perfect for me. However, little did I know that I would have the opportunity 
to be a part of an organization that would allow me to grow so much as a student. Just last semester, I had the 
pleasure of meeting Loch Johnson, one of the most distinguished intelligence scholars of our time. The best 
part was that it was not at a fancy keynote presentation in a crowded auditorium, but at a small gathering in 
one of my favorite professor’s living room. Since my fi rst event freshman year, I’ve heard an array of fabulous 
guest speakers who came to discuss everything from nuclear security to life in the CIA. From expert panels, to 
conferences to career forums, TISS truly provides students with an opportunity unlike any other. 

As Nelson Mandela said, “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the 
world.” With this understanding, I am so grateful for the ways in which TISS has enabled me to learn and grow 
outside the classroom. Being a part of this organization made me a better student and aspiring security studies 
professional. I know I will continue to cherish my TISS experiences well after college. 

Abbey Rogers,
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 2018 

Guests mingle as they await Michael Vickers 
in the UNC-Chapel Hill Planetarium. 

Abbey Rogers at her 
fi rst TISS event.                         
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  Anyone who doubts the quality of scholarship of which undergraduates 
are capable or who fears for the state of security studies in the US today should attend the TISS Annual Undergraduate 
Honors Dinner.  This year, as in past years, I went home at the end of the evening on a high.  The seven young people 
who presented their work at the Friday Center in Chapel Hill on Friday, 15 April combined rigorous powers of analysis, 
with an extraordinary ability to communicate complex ideas. Their research was rooted in a sophisticated understanding 
of theory, as well as a profound knowledge of sources, in many cases involving intensive study of documents in foreign 
languages. They also displayed a seductive love of learning. They not only treated the audience to thought-provoking 
presentations, but asked one another incisive questions, so that the conversation never lagged. And the questions were 
clearly dictated by interest in the subject matter, not by a mundane desire to demonstrate their own knowledge. They 
were hungry to discuss ideas, open-minded, and eager. 

All of them were grappling with some of our most pressing security challenges – ranging from weapons of mass 
destruction to human security. For Jon Buchleiter (UNC-Chapel Hill), nuclear threats remain at the top of the list of 
global concerns. New nuclear states are coming into being and existing ones must modernize their arsenals. The goal 
of his study was to better understand what governs the decision of states to choose a given force structure. As he had 
expected, he found some evidence that diversifi cation of platforms did refl ect economic constraints as well as varied 
thinking about the utility of nuclear weapons. His most conclusive fi nding was that states diversify when faced by 
growing conventional threats.  

Chinese expansion is another threat that is very much at the forefront of US concerns. Emma Campbell Mohn (Duke) 
provided the audience with new insights into Chinese foreign policy. Her research honed in on the growing Chinese 
contributions to UN Peacekeeping Missions. What, she asked, explains this growth? After examining a variety of 
different theories, she concluded that the Chinese are pursuing the expansion of an international political network 
through military and economic outreach.

Among members of the general public, terrorism tends to top the list of concerns.  Three students directly or indirectly 
pointed to fl aws in the US 
response to terrorism and 
suggested ways to improve 
the U.S. performance in this 
area. Tara Mooney (Duke) 
explained how she uses a 
linguistic methodology to get 
a precise understanding of 
propaganda used by Daesh 
(Islamic State/IS/ISIS/
ISIL) to win over recruits. 

TISS Honor Student Dinner

Seen opposite from 
left to right are Emma 
Campbell-Mohn, Christie 
Lawrence, Tara Mooney, 
Jon Buchleiter, Corie 
Walsh, and Luke Maier. 
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She observed that to counter these messages, the messages must be understood. If, for 
example, beheadings represent justice and accountability to a potential recruit, State 
Department’s counter narratives that focus on brutality will not deter that recruit at all. 

A very different insight was provided by Christie Lawrence (Duke), who is a student 
of Turkey and US – Turkish relations. While historically, the US has supported Turkey 
and not given much priority to the Kurds, the struggle against ISIL (among other things) 
has changed the picture. The United States, she said, must fi nd a way to balance its new 
cooperation with a strategic ethnic minority against an important military and security-
focused relationship with the geostrategic NATO ally - Turkey. Turkey should be held 
accountable for its actions in order to achieve peace, security, and stability both in the 
fi ght against ISIL and in the region.

Alexandra Shewmake (Duke), whose research focuses on Big-Data analysis, identifi ed 
a weakness in existing theory.  Because of role ambiguity, she said, the US has still not 
conceptualized an effective way to deal with Hizb’allah and Iran holistically across all its 
various areas of operation and in its various enacted roles. Her work tests the assumption 
that using Role Theory and Securitization Theory in combination will provide the US a 
better way to deal with ambiguous activities of Hizb’alah and Iran in the Middle East and 
Latin America.  

Like Alexandra, the work of Luke Maier (Duke) has a very theoretical bent. However, 
he is tackling a quite different problem, that of the nexus between natural resources 
and human confl ict.   His contention is that the theory and empirics on the effects of 
commodity-dependence on political stability are muddled. He argues that we should 
identify specifi c commodities that could strongly affect political commodities and uses a 
novel machine-learning method to identify high-risk commodities.  Then, it applies these 
results to rate countries according to their political risk from commodity dependence.  
The conclusion offers speculation about reasons why certain commodities affect stability 
more than others.

The passion of Corie Walsh (UNC-Chapel Hill) is for human rights. For her honors 
thesis, she chose to examine the effects of social homogeneity and hate speech on civilian 
participation in the Rwandan genocide. Her hypothesis – borne out by her fi ndings – is 
that hate speech is a key fi rst step in creating the strong national narrative needed to 
garner civilian support for genocidal violence but that hate speech is effective especially 
when homogenous populations do not have personal relationship and individual 
anecdotal experiences to counteract the negative messaging.

A world faced by serious security challenges is much in much need of measured and 
logical discourse.  I am thankful indeed to Jon, Emma, Christie, Luke, Tara, Alexandra, 
and Corie for  a wonderful evening and for the promise they hold out for a better future.

To the right, scenes from the honor student dinner : from top to bottom 
- Corie Walsh at the podium, , Tara Mooney listening to her peers,  Jon Bu-
chleiter and Luke Maier listening from their table, Emma Campbell Mohn 
deep in thought, and Jon Buchleiter with  his opening slide.



                                                                                                                                                                                  
The  Duke American Grand Strategy Program (also directed by Peter Feaver) is now entering its ninth year. Many 
of its activities are specifi cally designed for the Duke community, and in particular its undergraduate population. 
Duke students can take advantage of exciting international staff rides - this past year to Grenada -  as well as partici-
pate in the many events brought to its campus. AGS also has a research component, notably the Iraq Surge Oral His-
tory project., and a curricular component, specifi cally an advanced seminar on Grand Strategy, co-taught by a politi-
cal scientist and historian. This year the teaching side of AGS was enriched by the addition of the former Chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Martin Dempsey, who co-taught with Peter Feaver a seminar in American Civil-Military 
Relations. All of this has brought AGS tremendous success. To get a sense of the enthusiasm AGS inspires among its 
primary constituents, we invite you to read the lively annual report edited by Aly Breuer.  [https://drive.google.com/
fi le/d/0B1hBKCGuMc0fR3U4bWNpbmhPX2s/view?usp=sharing.] It is the programming leg of AGS, however, which 
meshes most closely with the TISS mission. Most AGS events are cosponsored by TISS and open to the public. They 
provide persons interested in national and international security with an unparalleled opportunity to engage with leading 
scholars and practitioners of statecraft. A glance at the summary below, makes clear how many world-class speakers came 
our way. 
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American Grand Strategy

Above : from the top down, 
General Dempsey, USA 
(Retired) and Aly Breuer, AGS 
Coordinator.



Energy and Security Initiative

Above Left: Bill Boettcher at a New Faces Conference; Below: Students in a 
huddle at the “Winter is Coming” Simulation which merged the IC and the ESI 
enterprises.
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A Report by William Boettcher,  NCSU 

During 2015-16 the TISS/NCSU Energy and Security Initiative (ESI) continued to foster an active research agenda, 
sponsor visits by academic experts and policy practitioners, enlarge its scope of campus partners, and promote its 
signature “Energy and Security Luncheon Series.” Co-directed by William Boettcher and Mark Nance (both NCSU 
Political Science) and John Mattingly (NCSU Nuclear Engineering), the ESI again benefi tted from its partnership with 
NCSU’s School of Public & International Affairs (SPIA), Laboratory for Analytic Sciences (LAS), and Consortium 
for Nonproliferation Enabling Capabilities (CNEC). The ESI promotes an interdisciplinary approach to the global, 
national, and local security implications of the production, transportation, and consumption of a diverse range of 
energy sources (renewable and nonrenewable). This year we are also happy to note Mark Nance’s promotion to 
Associate Professor (congratulations Mark!) and the recent execution of a new MOA between TISS and its NCSU ESI 
partners (securing funding through 2019).

In terms of research, Nance and Boettcher are in the fi nal stages of compiling and editing a set of eight papers for a 
special issue on The Politics of Energy: Con lict or Cooperation for Energy Research & Social Science. The authors 
of these papers are both academics and career policy-makers and topics cover the politics of oil regulation and 
investment, nuclear proliferation and governance, energy as geopolitics, and the construction of energy threats. In 
July 2015, Nance joined with his coauthor, Bryan Early (SUNY-Albany, Political Science and Public Administration), 
to brief the UNSCR 1540 Committee and related UN agencies on their research regarding the creation/refi nement of 

export control regimes preventing the proliferation of nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons 
to non-state actors. Those discussions led to a Civil Society Forum in April 2016 in which 
experts from around the world, including Nance and Early, debated the potential and challenges 
of developing global standards to prevent WMD proliferation. The tone for the forum was 
set when a high-ranking UN offi cial (speaking under Chatham House rules) challenged those 
present to contribute ideas that would shape a new Security Council Resolution on the topic. The 
briefi ng and forum are part of the on-going Comprehensive Review of UNCSR 1540 that is to be 
completed by the end of 2016. 

In terms of extension and outreach, our usual series of ESI luncheons was supplemented by 
events co-sponsored with SPIA, LAS, and CNEC. Thanks to Carolyn Pumphrey, Joe Caddell, 
and John Mattingly we worked with CNEC to host Bryan Fearey (Los Alamos National 
Laboratory) for meetings with students, a public talk, and a dinner with faculty. The following 
week Mattingly hosted Alex Glaser (Princeton University) for a presentation on his work for 
the Consortium for Verifi cation Technologies, a CNEC counterpart. In conjunction with LAS, 
Vogel and Boettcher hosted a three-day visit by Etel Solingen (University of California, Irvine) 
highlighting her research on “Positive and Negative Inducements in Nuclear Proliferation.” 

One of our most gracious guests, Dr. Solingen presented 
to Boettcher’s foreign policy class and to the LAS seminar 
series, mentored students during a small luncheon, and 
joined faculty for a number of meals. Finally, working with 
Mattingly, Robert Reardon, the Federation of American 
Scientists, and CNEC we co-hosted a panel on “Meeting the 
Safety and Security Challenges of Nuclear Energy in the 
21st Century.” This panel, moderated by Reardon, included 
Charles D. Ferguson (President, Federation of American 
Scientists), William D. Johnson (President and CEO, 



Field Trips

We have funding from the TISS IC CAE to thank for three very successful fi eld trips.  

In October 2015, we visited Y12 and Oak Ridge National Laboratory. As one Duke student attested, “ I had a 
wonderful experience at the NGSI Nonproliferation Workshop at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and at the Y-12 
National Security Facility. As an engineer in Electrical & Computer Engineering/Computer Science, I typically don’t 
have the chance to have hands-on experience with weapons-grade uranium or see the TITAN supercomputer 
in person. It was also a great opportunity to check out the IAEA and listen to many fascinating stories from U.S. 
diplomats and policy crafters who ensure we can go to bed every day without worrying about nuclear weapons. 
I am interested in eventually moving into energy engineering and the nuclear sciences, and I feel like this trip 
inspired me to continue to explore the realms of the atom. I send my thanks to all the folks at ORNL/Y12/DIA/
USGOV who helped make this trip possible.”  

In March, a group of students from all our partner universities were briefed on intelligence missions at the Central 
Intelligence Agency (CIA), Defense Intelligence Agency  (DIA),  Offi ce of Naval Intelligence (ONI), and the 
National CounterTerrorism Center. They also visited the Spy Museum, to get a more popular perspective on the 
subject. The visit was, as always, really informative. 

In April, a group of students from NC State’s Masters of International Studies program led by Mark Nance and 
Michael Struett, spent 3 days in New York meeting with people in and around the United Nations, including 
members of the Iran bargaining team, the UN’s Offi ce of Disarmament Affairs, and Ambassador Choonghee 
Hahn, Deputy Permanent Representative of the Republic of Korea to the UN. As a follow-up to that visit, 
Ambassador Hahn will visit NC State and Duke as an Ambassador in Residence in early October 2016.
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Tennessee Valley Authority), John F. Ahearne (former Chairman of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and 
Member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences), and Larry D. Johnson (Adjunct Professor, Columbia Law 
School).

Our initial ESI luncheon of 2015-16 featured Henry Sokolski (Executive Director, Nonproliferation Policy 
Education Center and Former Defense Department Deputy for Nonproliferation Policy) and his book, 
Underestimated: Our Not So Peaceful Nuclear Future. This event was our largest ESI luncheon ever, overfi lling 
our room in the Talley Student Center. (The previous day Henry spoke to Joe Caddell’s PWAD 488 “Nuclear 
Security in the 21st Century.”) Our second luncheon speaker, Ivan Urlaub (Executive Director, North Carolina 
Sustainable Energy Association), spoke to our most diverse audience of the year on “Energy Politics & Policy in 
North Carolina: What’s ahead?” This detailed and occasionally sobering discussion included a number of state 
environmental offi cials and concerned members of the public. The spring semester ESI luncheon series kicked off 
with a timely talk by our good friend Emily Meierding (Assistant Professor, Naval Post-Graduate School) on “The 
Geopolitics of Cheap Oil.” Emily is a contributor to the ERSS special issue mentioned above and is one of the top 
young scholars doing work in this area. For our fi nal luncheon of the year, we teamed up with our friends Gerard 
McMahon & Nils Peterson from the Southeast Climate Science Center (based at NCSU and funded by the U.S. 
Department of the Interior). Their fascinating presentation on “Multi Scale Conservation Planning In a Time of 
Global Change: An Emerging Conversation” was comprehensive and forward looking and again produced a diverse 
audience of regulators, academics, policy makers, industry representatives, and members of the public.

ESI efforts will continue to expand in 2016-17. The luncheon series will include new “local talent” as well as 
academics and policymakers from beyond the Triangle. We will continue to host and co-host visitors for workshops 
and public talks. We will also continue efforts to seek additional funding from grants to support research activities 
related to ESI topics.

William Boettcher, Director, Energy and Security Intiative.
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A Report  by Joe Caddell,  UNC-Chapel Hill

It has been another excellent year for the TISS Academic Excellence in 
Intelligence and Security Studies (TISS/IC CAE) and I am pleased to 
report that our funding for the coming year has been renewed. 

 As many of you know, the goal of our program is to promote 
understanding of the intelligence mission through the development of 
courses and associated programs. This year a total of six new courses on 
intelligence were introduced, four at UNC, and one each at NCSU and 
Duke. In addition,  and intelligence components were added to existing 
courses. At NCCU, three new courses in security studies were introduced 
this year. A certifi cate Program in Global Security Studies was approved 
this summer.  At our lead university, UNC, nine courses on intelligence 
are now offered, with more to come, and as of this fall, students majoring 
in Peace, War, and Defense will be able to take a concentration in 
intelligence and security studies. 

A milestone was reached in July, when UNC-Chapel Hill hired  a new faculty member to serve as an 
Assistant Director for the TISS IC CAE. We could not be more fortunate.  Dr. Sara Bush Castro brings to the 
table the reputation as a dedicated teacher, experience working as an analyst in the intelligence community, 
as well as  an intimate knowledge of our core institutions, having earned her doctorate at UNC-Chapel Hill. 
She is also doing exciting research in an important fi eld – the study of intelligence bureaucracies. 

Our successes were not limited to curriculum development. Funding from the grant made possible a 
rich array of individual speaking events. Over the course of the year we heard from Loch Johnson of the 
University of Georgia (viewed by many as the “Dean” of Intelligence Studies, Jim Walsh of MIT, Stephen 
Marrin of James Madison University, and General Martin Dempsey (USA Retired) and now affi liated with 
Duke University. We also heard from a range of intelligence practitioners. These included Jim Parker, 
former CIA offi cer and author of Last Man Out, Jon Rosenwasser, Senate Select Committee on Intelligence; 
and CAPT Trey Whitworth, Director of Intelligence for Joint Special Operations Command. 

We also hosted two careers events. One took place in Chapel Hill in February. Over fi fty students attended, 
lingering for two hours after the end of the formal presentation to meet with the fi ve PWAD alumni. One 
enthusiastic student described it as the most useful event of her academic career. A similar event took place  
in Raleigh, where NCSU students met with intelligence professionals.

We owe particular thanks to our colleagues at NCSU who were responsible for our most ambitious projects 
this past year – both of which are reported in greater detail elsewhere in this newsletter.  In the fall term, Bill 
Boettcher hosted our Second Annual Simulation. The theme was energy and security and the geographic 
focus, Russia. Students involved in the scenario played the role of the National Joint Operations and 
Intelligence Center (NJOIC) reporting to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Secretary of 
Defense.  Students were highly engaged and learned a range of skills from analysis to briefi ng. For many 
who attended, this was also fi rst opportunity to visit NCSU’s state of the art Hunt Library. They were 
suitably impressed. 

Intelligence and Security

Joe Caddell (Breda Castle)



In the spring, Kathleen Vogel, organized a remarkable symposium on “Secrecy and Intelligence: Opening 
the Black Box.” Speakers from both sides of the Atlantic took part. Participants toured a classifi ed facility 
on the NC State campus and saw technology demonstrations by LAS. To our delight, Pat Dowden, the 
TISS IC CAE Program Manager, was able to attend this well attended and thought-provoking event. 

While each of our universities is seeking to build up its intelligence program in a way that brings out its 
existing academic strengths, we remain true to our TISS roots. Insofar as it is possible, we try to foster a 
sense of community among students despite the geographic distance and institutional pride that sometimes 
separates them.  The TISS Association for the Study of Intelligence – over a hundred strong - gives all 
interested students access to a list serv. Fifty students participated in a more rigorous “Scholars Prograam” 
which has both academic and extracurricular requirements. Sixteen met the requirements needed to 
receive the Scholars Designation on their graduation this year. Even more importantly, these students 
engaged in self-directed learning, forming reading groups, organizing events, most notably a fi eld trip to 
meet with military intelligence professionals at Fort Bragg, and publishing our Weekly Blast. 

Also helping build ties across campuses were two fi eld trips. Twenty seven students made the trip over 
the mountains to Tennessee to participate in another excellent workshop on nuclear security in Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory and to visit the Y12 facility. Among my own most gratifying memories is the 
sight of students from all four universities, exchanging ideas and discussing security issues around the 
dinner table and  next to the hotel swimming pool. Another twenty students participated in our visit to 
intelligence agencies in DC in the spring.  Friendships forged on these trips have endured. There were 
other excursions, too:  a trip to Fort Bragg  to learn about military intelligence and one to New York to 
learn about the UN Security Council. The former was organized by a UNC-Chapel Hill student, the latter 
by faculty at NCSU. 

Although funding for this purpose is relatively limited, our grant did allow us to support students 
for language study abroad (Hong Kong), to attend conferences both near (Five Eyes, Lawe Ethics 
and National Security (LENS), and North Carolina Political Science Association (NCPSA) and far 
(International Association for Intelligence Education (IAFIE) in Breda, the Netherlands, and to conduct 
research (linguistics analysis). We are also exceptionally proud of the fact that no less than thirteen of our 
students received invitations to participate in the competitive two week summer seminars, fully funded 
and hosted by the DIA in Washington DC. 

From Left to Right: Students and faculty on a fi eld trip to  Washington DC: Students attending a discussion with Jim Parker; Questions from the 
audience at the Dempsey -Priest event in April. 
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P  A personal highlight for me was the opportunity to attend the Twelfth Annual IAFIE conference in 
the Netherlands – also attended by Rolin Mainuddin and Carolyn Pumphrey. The event was held in 
the Military Academy located in the Castle of Breda and proved to be an excellent opportunity to 
network and discuss intelligence education The focus was on international intelligence education 
and practitioners and academics from 25 nations participated.  The annual professional development 
workshop organized by our sponsors, was also constructive, though it sadly confl icted with the 
swansong of the UNC National Security Fellows Program and a farewell to Jenny Akin who has 
played a key role in helping us get the fi nancial and administrative side of the grant in working order. 

In an effort to streamline data collection and reporting efforts across our four campuses, the TISS 
IC-CAE hired Jennifer Akin to serve for one year as a “Strategic Operations and Policy Fellow.”  
She has done a truly remarkable job, putting key systems into place to collect and track student 
participation and achievement; aggregate and track expenditures on the prime and sub-awardee 
accounts for routine budget analysis; and encourage PI accountability for meeting grant obligations 
on each campus. 

This brief synopsis should serve to give you some idea of the achievements of the TISS IC CAE, 
now nearing the end of its second year. This coming academic year will be off to a roaring start with 
a public presentation by Dr. Gregory Treverton, Chair of the National Intelligence Council,  speaking 
at the Carolina Inn at 6 PM on 30 August, followed by a presentation by James Clapper, Director 
of National Intelligence on 27 September.  We hope to see many of you there and look forward to 
enlisting you in our efforts to make the Triangle a vibrant center of intelligence studies.
 
Joe Caddell, Director 
TISS IC CAE in Intelligence and Security Studies

P

Secrecy and Intelligence: Opening the Black Box
Report by Kathleen Vogel, NCSU

 

The Colloquium “Secrecy and Intelligence: Opening the Black Box,” was organized by and held at North Carolina State 
University, Raleigh NC, USA on April 18-19, 2016. This colloquium brought together Science and Technology Studies 
(S&TS) and related scholars, civil society members, and intelligence community practitioners from the United States, 
United Kingdom, and Sweden to discuss research methods for analyzing intelligence communities and national security 
documents. Accessing and researching the secret communities of intelligence presents researchers with signifi cant meth-
odological and conceptual challenges; the colloquium provided an open forum to discuss these challenges, and also oppor-
tunities for discussing how one studies and collaborates with the intelligence community. This was a unique opportunity 
to bring intelligence practitioners and intelligence scholars together to talk constructively about how to make intelligence 
more accessible to the scholarly community, and how more engagements would be benefi cial to both communities.

Opening remarks for the colloquium were given by Professor Brian Balmer, University College London, an historian of 
science who has studied the declassifi ed documents from the UK’s biological weapons program. Balmer discussed that 
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there are varying sociological and geographical aspects 
of secrecy in intelligence matters that are important to 
consider.  He argued how sociology of secrecy leads 
us to think of secrets as more than static walls or bar-
riers, and instead as active generators of new social 
arrangements. A subsequent session of the colloquium 
was “Unique Practices and Environment of Intelligence 
Work,” which involved Bridget Nolan, a sociologist 
at Bryn Mawr College, who conducted her disserta-
tion work within the National Counterterrorism Center 
while working as an intelligence analyst; Rob Johnston, 
Johnston Analytics, Inc., a trained anthropologist who 
has conducted in-depth ethnographies of the U.S. intelli-
gence community while working at the CIA; and Minna 
Räsänen, Sӧdertӧrn University, Sweden, a sociologist, 
who has conducted research on Swedish military intel-
ligence work practices. 

The next session, “Secrecy and Openness in Intelligence: 
Roles, Barriers, & Practices,” involved Dr. Catherine 
Kuchta-Helbling, Director, Offi ce of Outreach, U.S. De-
partment of State, Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
(INR), who discussed how INR collaborates with the 
U.S. academic community; Dr. William Elm, Resilient 
Cognitive Solutions, a computer engineer who has de-
veloped a variety of analytic technologies for the intel-
ligence community and has translated his work between 
classifi ed and unclassifi ed domains, and Carl Ford, re-
tired-former Assistant Secretary of State for Intelligence 
and Research, 

The third session, “Case Studies for Discussion,” in-
volved Professor Brian Rappert, University of Exeter, 
UK, a sociologist who discussed the conceptual and 
practical knots, tangles, repetitive storylines, and prob-
lematic situations associated with making secreted infor-
mation open, as was revealed in the Edward Snowden 
and Wikileaks affairs. John Cloud, historian from the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, dis-
cussed the long, and relatively unknown, unclassifi ed 
history of drones in the United States. Dr. Robert Albro, 
an anthropologist at American University, provided a cri-
tique of the Intelligence Advanced Research Projects Ac-
tivity’s (IARPA’s) metaphor program, as one approach 
to cultural content in the IC, and how this project could 
have benefi tted from more engagement with the academ-
ic anthropology community.  General Dan Bolger, who 
served as discussant to this panel, provided lively com-
mentary to these papers based on his own experiences 
dealing with intelligence.

The keynote speaker for the special evening “Rolf Bu-
chdahl lecture” was Professor Hugh Gusterson, Profes-

sor of Anthropology and International Affairs, at George 
Washington University. Gusterson’s talk, entitled, “Secrecy 
and Its Discontents,” discussed the challenges of how there 
needs to be certain kinds of information that needs to be 
protected from public circulation, but that this creates sys-
tems of secrecy that causes them to expand abusively and 
dysfunctionally.  Gusterson proposed recommendations, 
from his experience conducting research on the classifi ed 
U.S. nuclear weapons labs, on how to overcome this di-
lemma. 

Day 2 of the colloquium began with a session focused 
on research methods for studying intelligence.  Kristie 
Mackrakis, historian of science at Georgia Tech University 
discussed her experiences writing about espionage history 
using sources in Germany, Britain and the United States, 
and particularly the “Stasi archives.” Michael Goodman, 
Professor of History at King’s College-London, shared 
his experiences working for the UK’s Joint Intelligence 
Committee, serving as its offi cial historian. Gunilla Eriks-
son, Swedish Defence University, shared her experiences 
conducting research and working within the Swedish intel-
ligence establishment, Anne Daugherty Miles, Congressio-
nal Research Service (CRS), discussed how CRS publishes 
on intelligence matters, and Calder Walton, Harvard Ken-
nedy School, shared his research challenges while working 
on a history of the UK’s MI-6.  

This session was followed by a roudtable discussion, 
“Secrecy and Civil Society,” which brought together a 
variety of civil society practitioners who study the U.S. 
intelligence community.   This consisted of: Steven After-
good, Federation of American Scientists, Michael German, 
Brennan Center for Justice, and Patrice McDermott, Open-
TheGovernment.org. Each of these speakers argued for 
the need for more transparency in intelligence matters and 
more opportunities to engage with members of the intel-
ligence community.

The fi nal session of the colloquium was focused on the 
Laboratory for Analytic Sciences (LAS)—a special NSA-
funded research lab on the NC State campus that works 
on developing Big Data analytic techniques and technolo-
gies.  NSA intelligence practitioners, as well as NC State 
faculty and grad students, working at LAS discussed their 
research efforts and the challenges and opportunities of 
collaboration between academic faculty and intelligence 
practitioners.  In addition, U.S. citizens received a tour and 
briefi ngs of the SCIF within LAS, while non-US citizens 
were given briefi ngs of the unclassifi ed analytic technolo-
gies being developed at LAS. 
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Approximately 80 individuals attended each day of the 
colloquium---attendees consisted of local intelligence 
practitioners and military personnel, faculty and students 
from NC State, UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke University, and 
North Carolina Central University, as well as members of 
the public. Graduate and undergraduate students had the 
opportunity to meet with the intelligence practitioners in 
attendance to discuss career pathways and opportunities in 
intelligence. This colloquium was co-organized with Pro-
fessor Brian Balmer, University College London, and was 
sponsored by the U.S. National Science Foundation; U.S. 
Defense Intelligence Agency’s Intelligence Community 
Centers for Academic Excellence (IC-CAE) Program; the 
Laboratory for Analytic Sciences (LAS); the Kenan Insti-
tute for Engineering, Technology, and Science; Science, 
Technology and Society and Interdisciplinary Studies in 
the College of Humanities & Social Sciences at NC State; 
and the Rolf Buchdahl Fund.

Winter is Coming - TISS IC CAE Simulation

Each year, one of the partners in the TISS IC CAE is committed to organizing and hosting a conference and 
simulation.  This past year, it was the turn of North Carolina State University. Both the theme – energy and security 
– and the technological focus of the simulation held on November 6th-7th refl ected this. The scenario was focused 
on Russian activities in Syria and energy policies in Europe and technical problems were provided by the faculty 
and staff in Nuclear Engineering, Political Science, and the Laboratory for Analytical Sciences. 

For the simulation, a National Joint Operations and Intelligence Center (NJOIC), reporting to the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff (played by Lieutenant General Dan Bolger, U.S. Army, retired) and the Secretary of Defense 
(played by Ambassador David Litt, U.S. State Department, retired). Students played roles in a joint planning 

group or as analysts or collectors, meeting in the Hunt Library confi gurable 
Creativity Studio. 

The twenty-seven students (graduates and undergraduate from NCSU, 
Duke, UNC, and NCCU) who 
participated prepared themselves 
by reading a Join Intelligence 
Publication and a briefi ng book 
on recent events. On the day 
they received additional briefi ngs 
in the “Situation Room” (Teaching 
and Visualization Lab).  The 
event, true to life, proved to be 
demanding, and even at times 
exasperating, but notwithstanding 
fun and highly educational.   

Top: news of a potential nuclear incident reaches a task force; Center Right” analyst 
at work; Bottom: the the Situation Room.
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Celebrating Twenty Years 

Twenty years ago this month two retired Foreign Service Offi cers, Henry 
Mattox and Frank Crigler, both living and teaching in the Triangle, posted 
online the fi rst issue of “American Diplomacy: Foreign Service Despatches 
and Periodic Reports on U.S. Foreign Policy” in collaboration with UNC 
Chapel Hill and TISS. They were assisted and advised by an editorial 
advisory board comprised of Foreign Service colleagues Ambassador Bill 
Dale, Carl Fritz, Curt Jones, Roy Melbourne, Bart Moon, Ed Williams, and 
Professor Richard Kohn of UNC Chapel Hill. As confi dent as they were in 
the quality of what they had conceived and brought to reality, both would be 
proud, but probably a bit surprised to see how the journal has fl ourished.

In 1996 the internet was still in its infancy and American Diplomacy was 
a daring effort by two members of an institution not noted then (and some 
would say even now) for its familiarity and comfort with the online world. 
Yet one year later it was deemed among the top 5% of websites by Lycos, 
an early internet search engine.  And in 1998 it incorporated as a non-profi t 
501(c)(3) entity. 

American Diplomacy is now celebrating its 20th consecutive year as an online publication. As our founders 
envisioned, we remain a non-profi t, all-volunteer effort; based in North Carolina; and managed, edited 
and advised largely by retired Foreign Service Offi cers as well as a number of retired military personnel 
and academics. While we have broadened our outlook from those early days and now offer more than 
just “periodic reports on U.S. foreign policy,” one of our core missions remains to introduce readers to and 
promote the U.S. Foreign Service. 

In 1996 we posted twice, in 1997 three times, in 1998 four. Since then the internet has grown and we are 
probably no longer one of the most popular sites, but almost 400,000 readers from more than 50 countries 
visit our website annually and over 1,200 subscribers receive an email each time we post new material. 
We currently update the website with new material monthly except for July and August. Many readers are 
attracted by our rich archives that contain almost everything we have published.

Our readers and subscribers include many TISS members. If you are not yet among them, we invite you to 
take a look at our website www.unc.edu/depts/diplomat/.  We also invite you to consider contributing, either 
with a substantive article or an opinion piece.

Ambassador (ret.) Brenda Brown Schoonover, President
Ambassador (ret.) Michael W. Cotter, Publisher
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Ambassador Cotter (at the TISS 
Honor Student Dinner in April 
2016)



National Security Fellows 
Program

TISS assumed an administrative role in the then UNC National Security Fellowship Program in 2011. Over the course of 
the past fi ve years, we have had the privilege to host twenty-three Colonels and Lieutenant Colonels from the U.S. Army 
War College. It is with a heavy heart that we say farewell to the NSFP on the UNC campus, though we are grateful that 
our sister program at Duke (The Duke Counterterrorism and Public Policy Fellowship Program) will continue to enable 
these military leaders to become part of our collective national security studies community. 

Fortunately, the Army provided us two phenomenal Fellows for our fi nal year: Colonels Michael Higginbotham and Brian 
Hughes. Both were heavily invested in the UNC life, regularly interacting with PWAD students, attending campus events, 
and enjoying the Franklin Street cuisine. 

As with previous cohorts, Colonels Higginbotham and Hughes designed a large-scale public event on the UNC campus 
before presenting their research to a small group of Faculty and TISS members. This year, TISS Director Peter Feaver 
moderated a conversation between General (Ret.) Martin Dempsey and Pulitzer-Prize-winning journalist Dana Priest. 
This unique event, presented as a partnership between the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense and the UNC School of 
Media and Journalism, served as a fi tting bookend to the NSFP, which originated in the then UNC School of Journalism 
and Mass Communication in 2010. 

Though the public event was a great success in and of itself, the Fellows’ presentations to TISS Faculty harkened back 
to TISS’ origins, providing a space for scholars to present and debate their work among their peers. Both GEN (Ret) 
Dempsey and Ms. Priest attended the event, as did a handful of former War College Fellows, all adding great depth to the 
civil-military dialogue.

Colonel Hughes’ presentation on U.S. and partner nations’ organizational structure and combatting the South American 
drug trade sparked great debate amongst practitioners and scholars alike. Colonel Higginbotham’s original research 
raised new and important questions regarding organizational change and the systemic resistance to full integration of the 
Army’s Mission Command philosophy. Notably, Colonel Higginbotham’s Civilian Research Paper, Mission Confusion: A 
Problematic Implementation of Mission Command, was selected for a writing award from the U.S. Army War College.

The evening culminated with a 
farewell to Jenny Akin, who has 
been managing the program since 
2011. Peter Feaver thanked her for 
her service before relinquishing 
the fl oor to General Dempsey, who 
presented her with a mounted WWI 
bayonet, a Chairman’s challenge 
coin, and a copy of Wayne Lee’s 
latest book, Waging War. Needless to 
say, we managed to keep the surprise 
under wraps (loose lips sink ships), 
and Jenny was entirely caught off 
guard. Please do read her farewell 
note, also included in this newsletter.  
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Farewell to the Fellows

Fellows in the auditorium at the Dempsey-Priest event in April.



Outreach

TISS remains committed to the goal of encouraging public 
discussion about key issues of national and international security. 
We do this in part through our Speakers Bureau which offers 
speakers at no charge to community groups. This year, the Bureau 
was ably run by Karina Ibrahim, who not only helped work with 
retirement communities, civic organizations, and World View to 
provide them with speakers, but updated our list of experts.  This 
year sixteen speakers gave one or more talks on behalf of TISS. 
They addressed a wide range of issues with terrorism (home 
grown and global), global security in general, and Middle Eastern 
troubles in particular, commanding the greatest public interest.  
Other issues discussed were Climate Change, the Future of 
Kurdistan, Civil Rights, the Migration Crisis, Pearl Harbor, Cuba, 
the Jews of Uganda, the United Nations, the Koreas, China and 
Taiwan, and the Global Communications Revolution.  Thanks go 
to all the speakers who gave their time and shared their expertise. 

Outreach to the military is also of fundamental importance to 
TISS. This focus is perhaps best exemplifi ed by our National 
Security Fellows Programs - discussed elsewhere in this 
newsletter. But this is only one manifestation of an ongoing effort. 
Also reinforcing our commitment to work with the Armed forces is our alliance with LUCAS, now an applied research 
arm of TISS. As noted earlier, LUCAS is leveraged to be a key component of non-SOF support through its partnership 

The Laboratory for Unconventional Confl ict Analysis and 
Simulation (LUCAS) 

LUCAS was created to fi ll the need for advanced complex analytical thinking 
in both academic research and operational missions. The fi rst part of the 
LUCAS mission, in conjunction with the Triangle Institute for Security 
Studies (TISS), is to support National Defense University and the College 
of International Security Affair’s Joint Special Operations Master of Arts 
program with computational and analytical modeling and methods.  LUCAS 
supports students and academics whose research calls for social scientifi c, 
game theoretic, agent-based, system dynamics, GIS, and network models, 
as well as other computational methods. 

The second part of the LUCAS mission is to support Special Operations. 
Special Operations’ charge of fi ghting the war on terror and protecting U.S. 
interests in unconventional ways continues to mark its unique posture and 
its unique needs. Over time, Special Operations have become smarter and 
more complex as they are adapted to the changing operational and strategic 
environments. The work LUCAS undertakes is designed to support this 
complexity approach with academic approaches to modeling and analytical 
thinking along with special training where needed. 

For more, visit the LUCAS web-site : lucas-jsoma.org 

 Speakers 2015-16

Joe Caddell, UNC
Cori Dauber, UNC
Robin Dorff, Kennesaw State
Peter Feaver, Duke
Reginald Hilderbrand, UNC
David Litt, IDB
Rolin Mainuddin, NCCU
Bob Moog, NCSU
Hanna Nemer, Coca Cola
Emerson Niou, Duke
Louis Pérez, UNC
Robert Reardon, NCSU
Tony Rivera, Duke and LUCAS
David Schanzer, Duke 
Michael Struett, NCSU
Gerhard Weinberg
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Above:  Tony Rivera, Director of 
Lucas is Visiting Assistant Professor 
at SSRI at Duke University.



with TISS and JSOMA and its location on Ft. Bragg. Through its partnership with TISS, the goal of LUCAS is to provide 
mission support, strategic orientation, and computational and complex analytical tools training for Special Operators and 
to broaden their understanding through participation in academic conferences and research. 

Thanks to our Intelligence and Security Program, we forged new ties with the military intelligence community.   On 7 
January 2016, a group of TISS IC CAE students paid visits to XVIII Airborne Corps, USASOC and JSOC (Fort Bragg), 
where we received excellent briefi ngs and made new and we hope enduring contacts. The visit reinforced the great benefi t 
we can reap from our close location to this community. 

Over the course of the year we engaged in a series of small group meetings with civil liaison offi cers to see if there 
might be ways to build on earlier collaborations. Our efforts culminated when Joe Caddell and Carolyn Pumphrey gave 
a presentation about TISS to 850 active duty Civil Affairs soldiers at the 95th Civil Affairs Brigade Symposium. Because 
their primary mission is to conduct civil military operations and because their soldiers need to familiarize themselves 
with regions to which they are being deployed, Civil Affairs soldiers are eager to make contacts in the scholarly world. 
The geographic proximity of TISS (and its constituent universities) to Fort Bragg makes it a natural ally. We would very 
much like to be of assistance and, though constraints on our staff and resources limit what we can do, plan to continue the 
dialogue.

Ties with the National Defense University’s College of International Security Affairs Center (NDU -CISAC) were 
especially strong. NDU students and faculty attended many of our events. Our faculty and students in return were able 
to take advantage of some excellent opportunities provided by CISA. A big draw was the realistic and relevant scenario 
involving the nexus of North Africa, Europe, and Daesh/ISIS, 24-25 May, 2016.  Teams examined a variety of strategic 
dilemmas to include institutional friction, ambiguity, and intelligence gaps. A number of our graduate and undergraduate 
students also responded to the call to give papers on topics of relevance to the Special Operations Community (including 
Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations). The event took place at Fort Bragg on 18-20 May and proved to be 
immensely helpful to participants. Thanks here should go to Professor Carolyne Davidson, a former TISS New Face, 
teaching at CISA, who has been tireless in fostering this relationship.  
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Seen opposite are stu-
dents, faculty  and mem-
bers of the general public 
lining up to question Gen-
eral Dempsey. The char-
acteristic mix of soldiers 
and civilians attests to the 
importance of civil-military 
relations to our organiza-
tion.
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Scheduled! 

TISS IC CAE - “Strategic Intelligence: View from the National Intelligence Council.” A talk by 
Gregory Treverton, Chairman of the National Intelligence Council. 
Tuesday, 30 August 2016: 6:00-7:00 PM, Carolina Inn, Chapel Hill 

TISS - “Seventeenth Annual New Faces Conference” Features the research of six advanced 
graduate students in security studies and military history. 
Friday, 16 September 2016: 8:00 AM -6:00 PM, Friday Center, Chapel Hill

TISS IC CAE - Public Presentation by James Clapper, Director of National Intelligence.
Tuesday, 27 September 2016: 6:00-7:00 PM, Koury Auditorium, UNC-Chapel Hill Campus

TISS IC CAE - South China Sea Crisis Simulation. 
Friday, 4 November 2016: Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke

 For coming events go to: 

    www.tiss-nc.org

     
     Welcome back!  Be on the lookout for many exciting events:

- TISS dinner seminars featuring junior professors talking about their 
current research (one in the fall, one in the spring, dates to be deter-
mined).

- The TISS Thirteenth Annual Honor Student Dinner Presentations  (14 
April 2017)

- The Krasno Lecture Series (cosponsored by TISS) bringing scholars 
from the U.S. and abroad to discuss international and global affairs. Re-
turning in the spring. 

- Carolina Gender, War and Culture Studies Series (CGWC) Program 
(cosponsored by TISS), providing a monthly forum for scholars interested 
in gender issues.  The series will culminate in a day long workshop in 
March or April 2018 on “Gender, War and Genocide in the Twentieth Cen-
tury – Comparative Perspectives” 

- American Grand Strategy, bringing an outstanding series of scholars 
and practitioners to Duke University to discuss issues of national security 
and strategy. 

- The Energy and Security Initiative, presenting its monthly Energy and 
Security luncheons.

- In celebration of its twentieth anniversary, Board members of the 
electronic journal, American Diplomacy will organize a number of events 
on campuses around the Triangle, to include a fi lm screening of America’s 
Diplomats and a panel discussion at UNC-Chapel Hill on intelligence and 
diplomacy.

2016-17: A Glimpse Ahead

Planned Conferences

The Iraq Surge (Duke - AGS) 12 
November,2016
After ISIS: Stability and Spill-
over (Duke -LUCAS)
Fall 2016
Intelligence Colloquium
(Duke- TISS IC CAE)
Winter 2017
Fundamentalism and Terrorism 
(UNC-PWAD)
Spring 2017
Military Aid to Fragile States 
(UNC - Public Policy)
Summer 2017


